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12th Days of the Academy of Medical Sciences of Bosnia and Herzegovina (AMNuBiH) this year were organized together with the International Academy of Sciences and Arts in Bosnia and Herzegovina (IANUBIH) in Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina on December 4th, 2021. The title of the symposium was “Scientometrics, Citation, Plagiarism and PredATORY Journals in the Scientific Publishing”. The reasons for this title were very frequent cases in the academic and scientific publications about the four mentioned topics in the Bosnia and Herzegovina and other countries in the Balkan region, but also worldwide.

Authors of the presentations at the conference came from Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Serbia, North Macedonia, USA and Poland. Within presenters of their experiences in the scientific area covered by title of this conference were presented by some of the most influential scientists from Bosnia and Herzegovina, who are included between 2% of authors stored in the Stanford scientometric list, which was published several months ago. Also, some of the authors are former or current Editors-in-Chiefs of indexed biomedical journals in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, North Macedonia (Izet Masic, Asim Kurjak, Doncho Donev, Osman Sinanovic). Also, Sylwia Ufnalska and Izet Masic were members of the European Association of Science Editors (EASE) and they have great experiences about the topic of this conference. It was the reason that we decided to prepare and publish abstracts of the conference and make it visible for to other members of the academic community in our countries and countries in the world. Academic honesty means that the work a scientist submits, in whatever form, is original.

One of the greatest, and sadly too common, problems which participants in the academic process encountered are plagiarism and predatory publishing. In order to prevent this severest form of academic fraud, authors must give a credit to someone whose work has helped him/her by citing references correctly. Science that analyzes scientific papers and their citation in the scientific journals - called scientometrics – day by day has become important for measuring scientific validity and quality of all kinds of publications deposited in the most important on-line scientific databases, like WoS, Scopus, Medline, PubMed Central, Embase, Hinari, etc., but also in academic platforms ResearchGate and Academia.edu. Scientometrics use the Impact and Echo factor for measuring the quality of publications in WoS journals, Scopus uses the h-Index, and the most common index one used in the last 10 years is Google Scholar index. All of them have advantages and disadvantages, and also positive and negative influences in the academic praxis.

Authors presented some of their experiences trying to help for improving some of the mentioned matters. This collections of abstracts (or “Proceedings” of the symposium “SWEP 2021”) analyzed the major components of scientometrics, the basic mechanisms of citations in medical publications and plagiarism, as an opposition to the primary goal of scientific enterprise: search for truth.

One of the important disadvantages of the Stanford list is that this list included ONLY cited papers which are published in the journals indexed in Scopus. A lot of authors have cited articles which are published in another indexed journals (PubMed, PMC, Embase, EBSCO, Hinari, etc.) and stogadered in ResearchGate and Academia.edu (not only papers, also books, monographs, PhD and Mmaster’s thesis, etc) and they have even several thousands or several hundred READS. There is the question, how to validate these citations, maybe more scientific or professional databases, not only than papers deposited in Scopus. Finally, what about papers which are published in Scopus index journals but with incorrect citations of references, because every paper with wrong citing of references in the list is excluded from the Stanford list. It is reason that some journals insisted that authors should to follow the rule written at the end of the article with the sentence “How to cite this article.” We hope that this publication will contribute to solving many problems.
ABSTRACT
True knowledge is gained through scientific research (1-4). The highest level of knowledge is the ability to investigate scientific problems. Fundamental components of scientific writing are accuracy, integrity, clarity, conciseness and honesty (1, 4). Thus, good scientific writing must be characterized by clear expression, conciseness, accuracy of what is being reported, and perhaps most importantly, honesty (1, 2).

Academic honesty means that the work scientist submits, in whatever form, is original. Scientometrics is part of scientology that analyzes scientific papers and their citation in the scientific journal selected sample (1). Scientometrics is the study of measuring features and characteristics of science and scientific research. In practice, scientometrics is often done using bibliometrics which is a measurement of the impact of scientific publications (5-23). Scientometric procedures are increasingly used to analyze developments and trends in science and technology. Modern scientometrics is mostly based on the work of Derek J. de Solla Price and Eugene Garfield (3). Garfield has been striving to mathematical representation developed several factors that allow the assessment value and importance of scientific publications, including the most important impact factor (IF) and the h-index (5, 8).

Recently published data in the scientometric list published by a group of authors from Stanford University in the USA, and based on the analyzed citation data of authors whose works are stored in the bibliographic database SCOPUS, used the interest of the BiH public, because among the most important 2% are academics from Bosnia and Herzegovina (24, 25). In order to better understand what and who it is about, it is necessary to briefly inform the scientific community on the following.

The basic part of scientometry is bibliometrics, which was introduced in the 1970s to mark quantitative research on communication processes by applying appropriate mathematical and statistical methods to published publications. In the seventies in the countries of the former Eastern bloc the name scientometry was introduced. More precisely, in 1969 the name scientometry was introduced which refers to the scientific field that deals with the study of science as an information process using quantitative (statistical) methods, and later Tibor Braun (in 1977 he founded the international journal Scientometrics), and then the name Scientometry was introduced. The four key indicators in the scientometric analysis of citations of scientific articles and their authors are: Impact factor; Article citation; Journal citations; Number and order of authors in the published article. “Scientometry was defined by its creators (as Naukometriya in Russian) Nalimov and Mul’chenko (1969 and 1989) as “the application of those quantitative methods which are dealing with the analysis of science viewed as an information process,” although the idea of keeping an index of citations originated in 1873 with Shepard’s Citations, in the United States common law, which enabled previous court decisions to be looked up with ease (1, 5).

Citation provides guidelines for scientific work, because it stimulates scientists to deal with the most current areas of research, and organizes scientific article at the world level, or shapes and directs it. Citation is influenced by: article quality, understanding of the article, language in which the article is written, loyalty to a group of researchers, article type, etc. Most scientific are cited by inertia, because every scientist has a set of articles that author cites whenever he/she writes about a certain topic. Some articles are cited in order that author raise citation index, a third because it is required by a reviewer or editor of a journal. And finally, perhaps only every fifth or tenth article is cited because it should have been cited. These are the articles whose data the author uses directly or touches on the problems and solutions presented there. All persons listed as authors of the article must meet the following conditions: that they have significantly con-

Figure 1. SChmago rank in 2020 of deposited BiH journals indexed in SCOPUS
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Unfortunately, all of the above has been significantly neglected in the last few years, especially since the introduction of the Bologna concept of education, which disrupted the entire education system from primary schools to colleges and universities with a tendency to produce "troopers" for degrees.

One of the accompanying consequences of this is the "forcible" publication of articles and books and monographs (textbooks) that were needed to promote candidates for academic titles. This has seriously impaired the quality of education in the world, especially in the countries of the former Yugoslavia, and especially in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The problem has spread to other institutions in charge of science and scientific research, including academies.

One of the authors of this article belongs to scientists who embarked, or rather dared, to deal with this problem, and in the last ten years has published several studies.

Figure 2. Scimago rank in 2020 of cited published papers in indexed journals in SCOPUS with h-Index - top 16 countries and in BiH (last one in presented table)

Figure 3. Screenshot of one of listed author presented in Stanford scientometric list
in the field of scientometrics, especially in biomedicine. Important study was the study of citations of members of four academies in Bosnia and Herzegovina existed in the past, and of the two more academies have been established in this year. Part of his research is cited in a study by Chicago professor Bolung Joseph, in which the author stated that the USA Academy had a Scopus h-index of 63, Africa 31, Brazil 23 and Bosnia and Herzegovina 12.

The fact that only these 4 were evaluated the academy says how scalable and risky the field of scientometry is and many avoid it because every mistake puts authors on a platter to sanction it in some way. All this is stated in order to explain in some way the weight of the allegations that these and those academics, and these academies in Bosnia and Herzegovina are among the 2% of the most cited scientists in the world. Doesn’t the fact that the h-Index 12, which is significantly small compared to the well-organized countries of the world with a high level of education and high-ranking journals, bring up the question about the credibility of the data in the media and that Stanford’s list may have been misinterpreted. Therefore, this data must be analyzed more seriously and possibly argued for their accuracy and credibility.

The authors who created Stanford’s scientometric list of the most cited authors from articles stored in the SCOPUS bibliographic database methodologically took into account whether someone was the first, last or only author, and the like, and did so in great detail. Unfortunately, they did not take into account the number of authors per article. Then, they looked at the number of citations according to SCOPUS, and half of our citations are missing there (there are almost twice as many on ResearchGate).

By random sampling control, we found that many well-known scientists from the Balkans are not on the list—whether it is up to SCOPUS and the articles deposited in its database or whether some journals were omitted by mistake should be explored. The example of the journal Folia Medica Facultatis Medicine Universitatis Sarovensi, which does not exist at all, because it is registered in the SCOPUS database as if it were published in Zagreb (Croatia), is one of the proofs of this claim. Apparently, the list is phallic in the segment that the main thing was left out, and that is to divide the number of citations for each author by the number of authors per article—only then it would be realistic, but then half the authors would drop out of the existing list.

Some of our colleagues who deal with the problems of scientometry as a team believe that the ranking that was made and applied for publishing Stafford’s list of the most cited scientists is global, and based only on the analysis of published articles deposited in one of the world’s databases, SCOPUS, dangerous to science in general. This list emphasizes the formal part and the citation, no matter what caused it. Especially ignorant or insufficiently versed in the essence of such “meta-analyzes”, mostly close to a very small circle of scientists who understand this problem (and almost 3 percent of authors who have published articles and are not close to this list), and who, especially journalists, or those more or less vicious, who seek exclusivity in this, will inevitably misuse the data in the list without delving into its essence and the accuracy/inaccuracy of the data, and it is inevitable that there is. Because the list includes some well-known names in a very high position, and the content of their contribution to science is more than modest.

If we check SCImago rank list of citation number of published and stored papers in Scopus database written by authors from former Yugoslav countries we can see in the list that Slovenia is on the first place (1,824.243 citations, h-Index is 349), Croatia has 1,417.239 citations and h-Index 324, Serbia has 1,276.485 citations and h-Index 290, North Macedonia has 168.037 citations and h-Index 135, Bosnia and Herzegovina has 125.626 citations and h-Index 118, and last one is Montenegro with 45.225 citations and h-Index 74. For the same year in SCImago rank list three academicians of AMNuBiH, who work or live out of BiH, has been cited more times in 2020 year than all authors who were cited in Scopus database. Sapienti sat.

But, who and why are responsible for that it is serious question and matter for discussion with another topic. But, definitely science and conditions for scientists to make research and investigations in our country are in great crisis. No one is interested in the real state of affairs in such a chaotic state locally and globally, where everyone hunts in the dark, including science and scientists, because the value system has reached the bottom, especially when it comes to honesty, ethics and morality. It is not disputed that we have scientists with a high scientific rating in BiH and our experts in other countries, where they are employed in scientific institutions and who with their published are high on lists like the one that is currently being promoted.

In the future, we should find ways to evaluate the content—e.g., if someone did 200 experiments and showed something about an unresolved issue (whether the result is positive or negative). That work must be valued more than if someone published a secondary or tertiary publication. In the future, we should find ways to evaluate the content—e.g., if someone did 200 experiments and showed something about an unresolved issue (whether the result is positive or negative). That work must be valued more than if someone published a secondary or tertiary publication. But, who and why are responsible for that it is serious question and matter for discussion with another topic. But, definitely science and conditions for scientists to make research and investigations in our country are in great crisis. No one is interested in the real state of affairs in such a chaotic state locally and globally, where everyone hunts in the dark, including science and scientists, because the value system has reached the bottom, especially when it comes to honesty, ethics and morality. It is not disputed that we have scientists with a high scientific rating in BiH and our experts in other countries, where they are employed in scientific institutions and who with their published are high on lists like the one that is currently being promoted.

In the future, we should find ways to evaluate the content—e.g., if someone did 200 experiments and showed something about an unresolved issue (whether the result is positive or negative). That work must be valued more than if someone published a secondary or tertiary publication. But, who and why are responsible for that it is serious question and matter for discussion with another topic. But, definitely science and conditions for scientists to make research and investigations in our country are in great crisis. No one is interested in the real state of affairs in such a chaotic state locally and globally, where everyone hunts in the dark, including science and scientists, because the value system has reached the bottom, especially when it comes to honesty, ethics and morality. It is not disputed that we have scientists with a high scientific rating in BiH and our experts in other countries, where they are employed in scientific institutions and who with their published are high on lists like the one that is currently being promoted.
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ABSTRACT

Background: Fundamental components of scientific writing are accuracy, integrity, clarity, conciseness and honesty (1, 2). Academic honesty means that the work scientist submits, in whatever form, is original. Science that analyzes scientific papers and their citation in the scientific journals is called scientometrics. Citation provides guidelines for scientific work, because it stimulates scientists to deal with the most current areas of research, and organizes scientific article at the world level, or shapes and directs it. Citation is influenced by: article quality, understanding of the article, language in which the article is written, loyalty to a group of researchers, article type, etc. Scientific research is the only real way and method for the proliferation of true knowledge in all spheres of science, but also in academic institutions. The ability to study a scientific problem is the highest level of knowledge. Medical, and in a broader sense biomedical scientific research, is a process of systematic research of current and important health problems related to defined aspects of physical, mental or social well-being of the population of local, regional or global character. Objective: The aim of this paper was to present the current tools available in scientometry for the evaluation of scientific validity of published articles. Explain the purpose and process of medical research and the concurrent preparation and publication of the obtained results. Methods: Author analyzed deposited papers within the topic scientometrics and used descriptive method of reviewing important facts about experiences with scientometrics in the scientific and academic practice, also, explained the process of medical research and BOMRAD form of preparation of article for publication in appropriate indexed journals. Discussion: The format of scientific articles can vary greatly from journal to journal. Nevertheless, many of them follow the IMRAD scheme, recommended by the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) (3, 4). Scientometrics analyzes scientific articles and their citation in a selected sample of scientific journals. Bibliometrics was introduced in the 1970s to denote quantitative research of communication processes by applying appropriate mathematical and statistical methods to books and other communication media. Bibliometric methods are used for quantitative analysis of written materials. Bibliometrics is closely related to one broader term “informetry”. Informetry: In 1979, Otto Nacke introduced a new metric concept of informetry, which seeks to include part of the information sciences aimed at measuring the phenomenon of information, the application of mathematical methods in solving problems of disciplines, bibliometrics and information retrieval. Some of the indicators used in the evaluation of scientific work are: Impact factor; Citation of the article; Journal citations; Number and order of authors, etc. Impact Factor is the number of citations of articles published in the journal during the previous two years divided by the total number of articles published in the journal during the same period (5). Factor of influence depends on: the quality of the journal, the language on which it was printed, the area it covers, the journal distribution system. In order to be considered as significant scientific work, it is important to be carried out according to established rules and guided steps. Although scientific writing is a complex and arduous process, it should be clear, accurate, honest and concise. Since research in medicine can affect the improvement of clinical and public health practices, it is necessary to conduct them. In order to be considered a significant scientific work, it is important that they be conducted according to certain rules and guided by the steps presented in our work. Only quality research with exact results offers the scientific community new information about the examined problem, and the researcher personal satisfaction, the possibility of communicating and conducting scientific dialogue with other members of the academic community, and opening opportunities to receive critical review of those who have insight into the research. In this article we pointed that h-Index presents one of a set of valuable measures to determine scientific excellence (bibliometrics recognize also m-value as useful). Although the h-Index is a better measure than a citation impact factor (IF), it is still based
on the opinions of other authors. Google Scholar index is very common in academic practice, but there are different opinions of experts about its advantages and disadvantages if compare it with Scopus' h-Index quality. Conclusion: This paper analyzes the major components of scientometrics, the basic mechanisms of citations in medical publications, as an opposite to the primary goal of scientific enterprise.
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Background: Co-authorship only partially reflects research collaboration; it is also the result of other phenomena besides collaboration, such as social relations, frequency of communications, financial and other (e.g. reputation) resources invested by principal author, etc (1-5). Objective: The aim of this article was to analyze bias introduced into scientometric indicators and benchmarking by publications with 30 or more co-authors. Methods: After identifying a subset of publications cited by PubMed with 30 or more co-authors, a sample of 100 publications was extracted randomly. One of the authors from each of the extracted publications was also chosen randomly, forming final study sample of 100 scientists. All citations of the chosen authors listed at their Google scholar profiles were analyzed from the aspect whether they could be ascribed to publications with more than 30 authors, or not, and what was contribution of such publications to scientometric rank of the authors. Results: While publications with more than 30 authors make on average only 10.8% of all publications of analyzed authors, they contributed to 46.6% of their citations and to 48.4% of their Hirsh index values. This effect was more pronounced among authors with shorter scientific carriers, whose Hirsh index was boosted with such publications. Conclusion: Publications with large (more than 30) number of co-authors are on average cited much more frequently. Citations of publications with large number of co-authors boost scientometric rank of an author disproportionally to his or her contribution to such publications: while it is obvious that the contribution is 1/n (where n is number of co-authors), he or she is credited with full number of citations of such publication (c), instead with c/n, which is logical and rightful. Using rankings of scientists without removing such obvious bias caused by multiple co-authorship may have long-term deleterious influence on development of science.
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ABSTRACT

We live in an unprecedented time of scientific progress, which is increasingly dominated by a paradox: more money is spent on health care research, development and delivery, and yet health outcomes, quality of care and quality of research is by all measures considered sub-optimal. The efficiency of current research system increasingly undermines public trust in science, which ultimately leads to corrosive effect on societies’ well-being, that increasingly undermines public trust in science, which ultimately leads to corrosive effect on societies’ well-being, and yet health outcomes, quality of care and quality of research is by all measures considered sub-optimal. The efficiency of current research system increasingly undermines public trust in science, which ultimately leads to corrosive effect on societies’ well-being, as witnessed during the COVID-19 pandemic (1-4). The research system must improve. It is responsibility of scientific community to identify “good” from “bad” research practices and to weed out the latter. However, the public also needs to understand that 100% efficient research is not theoretically possible, remain skeptical about exaggerated claims (“hypes”) as good science typically progresses incrementally. To realize these goals, this talk will review practices of avoidable and unavoidable research waste and call for establishing new metrics (index of research waste). To improve research system each country/organization should undertake regular audits of its research practice activities and make data publicly available. Collecting these data may inform development of research waste metrics to complement traditional scientometric indices that do not capture this important dimension of scientific activity (5-7).
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**ABSTRACT**

The product of scientific research is mainly information published in scientific journals and they are the basis for the dissemination of knowledge, as well as the basic criteria for academic and scientific evaluation, raising of funds for scientific research and career advancement. The key question, which has always remained elusive in science and higher education, is on the basis of which criteria the quality of research is measured, and how to ensure the fulfilment of standards so that all provide adequate quality of resulting competencies. Since scientific research through innovations, patents and publications can be much more accurately measured and evaluated, compared to educational and other activities of universities, these parameters often appear as predetermining measures in evaluating the quality of higher education. Significant financial resources are being invested in the formation of various international university ranking lists. The most prestigious ranking lists of universities in the world publish their results once or twice a year. Relevant university ranking lists consider various parameters, but for most universities (with the partial exception of the first 100) the number of publications and the impact that these publications achieve through citation are of the greatest importance in ranking. The competition to take a prestigious place on the world ranking list of top universities is increasingly heating up and taking on the characteristics of a battle for status and various kinds of domination of the most developed countries in the world. It is clear that numerous shortcomings can be found in the criteria for forming university ranking lists, but the ranking systems, whether we like it or not, are becoming part of the reality of the existence and work of thousands of universities in the world. The fact is that investments in scientific research work affect the improvement of scientific production. However, without the introduction of internationally recognized scientific criteria in the evaluation of scientific research, and the coordination of academic progress in accordance with the criteria, even the current miserable investment in science is essentially a useless waste of taxpayers’ money. The existence of an effective regulatory institution at the level of Bosnia and Herzegovina, which would establish unique criteria in higher education at the state level with the possession of competencies and mechanisms for effective supervision of their implementation, would contribute to improving the situation in science and higher education.

**Keywords:** internationally recognized criteria, academic community, education, ranking of universities.
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**ABSTRACT**

Background. The number of predatory publishers and so-called hijacked or fraudulent journals is constantly increasing in the last more than ten years emphasizing the iceberg phenomenon of predatory publishing. Predatory journals can harm scientific practice and undermine scientific integrity, quality, and credibility, especially if
those journals penetrate prestigious databases. Scholarly communication is at serious risk and threats to the quality of published articles when scholars and authors submit and publish their manuscripts in predatory journals. **Objective:** To point out the problem of predatory publishing with causes and consequences, main characteristics and features of fake journals, and how to support and help authors to distinguish predatory journals from open access journals to prevent and avoid publishing in such journals. **Methods:** Exploring Beall’s and Cabell’s lists of predatory publishers and journals and review of the relevant published literature, as well as personal experience and observations of the author. **Results:** There is no unified and generally accepted definition in the literature on predatory publishers and fraudulent journals, as well as an efficient strategy for prevention, control, and solving the problem of predatory publishing. Jeffrey Beall, an American librarian and library scientist from Denver, University of Colorado, has drawn attention and initiated broad discussions in the scientific community in 2010 on predatory open access publishing. He composed and maintained widely known Beall’s lists of potentially predatory publishers and open-access predatory journals. Predatory publishers and journals attract and recruit authors by false or misleading information and a lack of transparency. They prioritize self-interest with aggressive practices and accept submitted manuscripts for prompt publishing — along with authors’ publication fees — without peer review and promised quality checks for issues such as plagiarism or ethical approval. Jeffrey Beall made a profound influence and the debate he initiated is continuing in the scientific community with an increased number of authors and published articles on this burning and unresolved issue in the scientific community. Specific recommendations are necessary to be continuously given to researchers, educational institutions, and prestigious databases advising them to review their working relations with predatory publishers and journals. Scientific societies and publishers (including Springer Nature) have helped to establish the ‘Think. Check. Submit.’ campaign to guide authors. **Conclusion:** Predatory publishers and hijacked journals are a global threat to the scientific community with deviation from best editorial and publication practices. Threats and consequences of fake journals are numerous and multidimensional. The main barriers to combating predatory publishing are the lack of an agreed definition and coherent strategy with efficient interventions. Awareness-raising in the scientific community and continuous education of authors about predatory publishers and journals on how to differentiate trustworthy-reliable journals and predatory ones and to avoid predatory journals is still the central point in the strategy toward solving the problem of predatory publishing. There are a large number of checklists to help authors to detect potential predators and guard, especially young scientists, against publishing in predatory journals. The academic and scientific community must set the criteria for scientific advancement by not recognizing and valuing the articles published in the predatory journals. Besides academic institutions and researchers in the scientific societies, active contribution to combat predatory publishing is necessary by the publishing associations, research funders, policymakers, libraries, and other interested parties and stakeholders at local, national, and international levels. **Keywords:** predatory publishing; Beall’s lists; fraudulent, hijacked journals; Gold open access, pseudoscience.**REFERENCES**
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ABSTRACT

Background: At the end of the last century Alma-Ata Declaration recommended strengthening primary health care. With the “health for all” statement, general practice and family medicine came into the focus. At the beginning of the 21st century, the reform of the health care system began with the reinforcement of general practice/family medicine (1-5). WONCA Europe definition sets educational criteria and standards in practice. The WHO and WONCA Association made recommendations for the development of academic departments in family medicine. Family medicine is implemented as an independent, academic and scientific discipline with specific educational and research content. Objective: The aim of this paper is to analyze the implementation of family medicine in Bosnia and Herzegovina according to EURACT educational agenda. The second goal is to assess how the acquired knowledge, skills and learned competencies are applied in practice in reformed healthcare centers, particularly during the COVID-19 pandemic. Methods: The entire teaching system in undergraduate, postgraduate and continuing education in the Department of Family Medicine at University of Tuzla was evaluated through the Department’s reports and published information, as well as professional papers and publications. Published papers in European journals during the 2020 and 2021 COVID-19 pandemic and the process of education and the Family medicine practice were analysed. Results: In Bosnia and Herzegovina, family medicine has been successfully implemented as a basic, academic and scientific discipline in the reformed system of Primary health care. According to the principles of the EURACT educational agenda academic and educational activities have been implemented. New educational methods and modules for acquiring skills of 6 key competencies have been introduced. For the successful application of “patient-oriented clinical practice” in their practical work, family medicine teams met the criteria for full accreditation. In the last 6 years, delays and obstacles in practical work have been registered, and the main factors of obstruction are at the level of politics, law and economy. The COVID-19 pandemic led to almost complete collapse of family medicine practice mostly because telemedicine principles were not applied (6-10). Conclusion: According to the recommendations of WHO, WONCA and EURACT, Family medicine has been implemented in Bosnia and Herzegovina as a major academic and scientific discipline in the reformed Primary health care system. New educational methods and models for acquiring skills of 6 key competencies had been introduced. In the last 6 years, there has been a stagnation in the further implementation of practical work. The main factors of obstruction are at the level of politics, law and economics. During the pandemic, the teaching process was significantly changed due to the difficulty of applying all the practical skills described in the definition of Family medicine. Telemedicine educational modules have not been introduced. A pandemic significantly changes the content and methods of learning. Keywords: Family medicine, education, practice, telemedicine, COVID-19.
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ABSTRACT
In October 2020, as a member of the EASE Council, I launched the campaign "Help scientists save time" (1, 2). It aimed to minimize editorial requirements for initial manuscript submission. This can be crucial for faster progress in scientific research, because many manuscripts are rejected and often must be reformatted before submission to another journal. That is why we promote simplification of the requirements and placing the EASE Quick-Check Table at the beginning of instructions for authors in each journal (3, 4). The Table makes it easier for scientists to search for basic information needed for manuscript submission. The table has already been translated into 15 languages. Communication of research results can also be improved by the use of EASE Guidelines for Authors and Translators of Scientific Articles (5).

The main part of this useful, readable document is now freely available in 30 languages. The Italian Chapter of EASE has decided to translate also its appendices and additional information (pages e7-e16). This may facilitate further streamlining of the publishing process. Moreover, “Golden rules for scholarly journal editors” (6) and other helpful EASE publications for scientists, translators, and editors have been briefly presented in bilingual slides at a webinar for the Ukrainian Chapter of EASE (7). The slides have been translated also into Japanese (8), so other EASE Chapters can consider such a possibility likewise. Many authors have suggested interesting improvements, too. These include changing the IMRAD structure into BOMRAD (i.e. replacing Introduction by two sections: Background and Objectives), complete elimination of pre-submission formatting and cover letters (9, 10), creation of centralized websites that serve many journals, to allow swift resubmissions from one journal to the next (11), and publishing full-text scientific articles in HTML (not just PDF) to facilitate machine translation (12). All this can contribute to improving the efficiency of scientific communication worldwide and, consequently, to solving urgent problems, e.g. related to environmental pollution or the COVID-19 pandemic (13).

Keywords: EASE, Communication of research results, Science editing, Science publishing.
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**Example journal**: Quick check for submissions

The following table is provided as an example of how the details in this form may be presented.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIC INFORMATION FOR AUTHORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GENERAL GUIDELINES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manuscripts should be COMPLETE, CONCISE and CLEAR (see EASE Guidelines, available in many languages). Follow the appropriate reporting guideline, if applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WORD LIMITS, etc.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤ X words (justified exceptions allowed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤ X words; structured for original research (BACKGROUND, OBJECTIVES, METHODS, RESULTS, and CONCLUSIONS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keywords</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤ X terms, singular, separated with commas; lowercase except proper names; avoid abbreviations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highlights (below the abstract)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Y bullet points (≤ X words each, describing the study in lay terms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tables/figures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤ X tables/figures in total. Their description (captions, values, units, etc.) should be consistent and informative, with all abbreviations explained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TITLE PAGE INFORMATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤ X characters, with a description of the study type, if relevant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short running title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤ X characters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author names</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full name: given name(s) first, family name last</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affiliation info required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department, institution, postal address, email</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corresponding author contact details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicate with an asterisk, supply phone number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistent identifiers of author(s), etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STRUCTURE OF BODY TEXT, END MATTER, REFERENCES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical headings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction (background and objectives), Methods, Results, Discussion (with a concluding paragraph)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subheadings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤ X levels of subheadings, not numbered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific wording required for any section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods section must include usual ethical approval for human and animal studies (Helsinki/Institutional Review Board compliance, informed consent) and subsection “Statistical analysis”, identifying the variables and methods used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End matter (e.g. authorship contributions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify authors by initials in the authorship contributions section (consider using CRediT) and add information about funding, if received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>References: maximum number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not limited (with DOIs, URN, PURL, etc. if applicable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referencing style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X style required after acceptance (not for initial submission); for more details and examples, see &lt;URL&gt;. Endnote style can be downloaded here &lt;URL&gt;. Make sure that each citation is complete and accurate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Version 3.1, October 2020
Complete quick-check table developed by Sylwia Ufnalska and Alison Terry, in cooperation with other editors [https://doi.org/10.3897/ese.2020.e53477], and endorsed by the European Association of Science Editors [https://ease.org.uk/publications/ease-statements-resources/quick-check-table-for-submissions/], updated

**FORMATTING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spelling</th>
<th>UK or US, if consistent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>General style</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Numbers ≥ 2 as numerals (for exceptions, see EASE Guidelines)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Statistics: ( p \leq 0.001, n = #)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SUBMISSION NOTES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover letter required?</th>
<th>Not required but text field in the online submission system allows for comments to the editorial office. Inform if the study was presented elsewhere</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specific content?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links to all required author forms: needed at submission or after acceptance? Signed by all authors or by submitting author?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• EASE Ethics Checklist signed by corresponding author, at submission</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• EASE Form and/or ICMJE COI forms signed by all authors, at submission</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Proposed reviewers: optional/mandatory? | Optional: suggest/oppose up to 3 potential reviewers (full name, email, institution). Consider diverse peer reviewers in terms of sex/gender, ethnicity and geographical distribution |
| How many? What details are required?   |                                                                                                                                 |
| Tables: separate files?               | Include at the end of the manuscript (separate pages) |
| Figures: separate files? Any formats preferred? | For initial submission, figures can be embedded in the manuscript. If it is accepted, high-resolution files (EPS/TIFF/RAW) will be required |
| Supplementary files?                  | Upload any supporting data or other required files for review |
| Fees for open access, colour, etc.?   | Publication fee X. Colour free online but X per figure for print |

**JOURNAL POLICIES, etc.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication model*</th>
<th>Open access, licence X; fee structure: &lt;URL&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preprint and prepublication</td>
<td>Articles already available on preprint servers or published in another language can be accepted but this must be declared at the time of submission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data sharing</td>
<td>Recommended repositories: … Clinical trials must include a data sharing statement; other studies may also do so</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer review**</td>
<td>External, double-blind review usually by X reviewers. Editors make the final decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manuscript acceptance rate and average times</td>
<td>About X% submitted manuscripts are accepted. Average time from submission to first decision after peer review: X months</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Publication models: subscription, hybrid (open access optional for a fee) or open access
** Peer review systems: open, single-blind (authors do not know the identity of reviewers), double-blind (authors do not know the identity of reviewers, and reviewers do not know the identity of authors), triple-blind (also editors do not know the identity of authors/institution)
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